22.6.2020
Reception Home Timetable
w/b 22.6.20

Subject

Reading

Reading

Theme: Superheroes (link to Supertato by Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet). (2)
(Some of these ideas have been adapted from the White Rose Maths home learning for EYFS)
Time

10 mins
daily.

20 mins
daily

Activity

Read your books and complete your reading record. Refer to the Oxford Owl link for a
wide range of books for different abilities.
Continue to enjoy sharing stories with your parents and we really hope that you enjoyed
the story of Supertato by Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet which is still on Tapestry, read by
Miss Jones. Can you remember where the story was set? Why do you think it was set in
a supermarket? Can you think about where other stories that you may have read were set,
what about The Tiger who came to Tea or Goldilocks? Can you think about stories set
under the sea or in a cold place? Where is your favourite story set?
After accessing the phonics lessons that have been set for you on our Facebook Phonics
(Facebook Group Name: Eversley Primary School Reception 2020) page Monday and
Thursday at 10am, revise the sounds that have been taught. Continue to practice forming
letters and sounds correctly according to the rhymes learned and listen out for the daily
challenges set for that sound!

Phonics

10 mins
daily

Extra challenge: Why not imagine that the Evil Pea is on the loose and you have to make
a poster to warn people and to ask them to look out for him. You could draw a picture of
the pea on the top and then write some sentences about the pea so that people know
what to look out for. Remember to describe him well and suggest what they should do if
they see him!
Have you got a favourite superhero? Can you draw a picture of him or her and write about
why they are your favourite and what their powers are?
As well as Miss Cookson’s phonics session (Explained above), Read Write Inc (RWI) are
offering daily phonics lessons on You Tube. These are split into different ability groups to

Tick once
completed
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cater for the varying needs of the children. The first sounds are set 1 (individual sounds, s,
m, a, d, etc) and the others are set 2 (which Miss Cookson is also teaching each Monday
and Thursday). Set 3 are for Year One pupils, therefore, please do not access these as
this could confuse the children. The videos remain on the website for 24 hours if you
would like to log on and watch/take part at different points in the day.
➢ Daily phonics set 1 : 9.30am Monday-Friday
➢ Daily phonics set 2: 10.00am Monday-Friday
The link for the RWI You tube Channel where the lessons appear is:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ You will need to
subscribe to view.
Problem solving– As you have been working so hard with your numbers you can now
start to apply what you have learned to solving problems. We have suggested some
below to start you off and you can ask a grown up to come up with more challenges once
you have completed these. You can choose how to record your work, using number
sentences if you prefer. Your grown up can also change the numbers in the problems if
you want to work with higher values:
Supertato needs lots of helpers to enable him to catch the Pea! He already has 7 but
needs 5 more. How many will he then have altogether?

Mathematics

10 mins
daily

When they ran through the supermarket, the veggies knocked over 10 cans. After they
ran by, another 4 wobbled and fell down. What was the total number of cans that fell?
There were 6 cakes on the shelf and another 4 were added. How many cakes were there
altogether? (Use your number bond facts for this one!)
Supertato had 8 vegetable friends to help him. The Pea trapped 5. How many were left to
help the hero?
There were 10 cakes on the shelf and 5 were taken away. How many cakes were left?
(Use your number bond facts for this one!)
In the supermarket the cheese cost 10p and the cake cost 2p. How much is this in total?
(You could use your dot coins to help with this.)
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Please come up with lots of your own worded problems (and solutions!) Have fun
exploring number!

Physical
Education

Personal,
Social and
emotional
development

Understanding
the world

Expressive arts
and design

30 mins
daily

30 mins
daily

20 mins
daily

½ hour per
day

How did you get on working on your superhero movements last week? Now that you have
practised lots of ideas why not put your moves together in a sequence and put them to
music? Ask a grown up to find appropriate music and listen to the beat, do you have to
move fast or slow? Do you speed up in time to the music at some points? Do you repeat
certain movements? Have fun choreographing your dances!
In the story of Supertato by Sue Hendra and Paul Linnet, Supertato is a hero who loves to
help people. Can you think of a time when you were really helpful to someone who
needed assistance?
Why not explore freezing and melting. You could ‘trap’ some vegetables by asking a
grown up to help you freeze some in different sized containers and then investigate how
the ice melts. Are there things that help speed up the process? Will they melt faster in the
sun or in the fridge? Perhaps predict what will happen first, record your prediction and
then time how long each takes to melt. You could write about what happened and whether
your prediction was correct.
Just like in the story Supertato traps the Evil Pea in some jelly. How about choosing your
favourite flavour and make a jelly? Ask a grown up to help measure out the hot water and
pour over the cubes of jelly. As you stir them what can you see happening? What happens
when you cool it in the fridge?

Can you design a trap for the Pea? You can be as creative as you like, making it out of
junk modelling, Lego or by drawing one. Why not write a set of instructions as to how your
trap would work?
Design your own superhero costume! Can you make a mask, a cloak? What is your
superhero name, Captain Kindness perhaps! You could imagine all of the wonderful
things that you could do if you were a superhero, what would be your special power?
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Enjoy the second week of our Superhero theme and we look forward to hearing about all
of your wonderful home learning on Tapestry.
We will add to this list where necessary, but have retained all of the previous links for ease
of reference.

➢ www.phonicsplay.com
➢ www.busythings.co.uk (please note that this resource states clearly on its website that
after the first month rolling subscription charges will apply.)
Useful
Websites and
resources

d

Dit

➢
➢
➢
➢

www.twinkl.com (for printable resources)
www.gonoodle.com
Boogie Beebies: https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006mvsc
Joe Wicks PE (The Body Coach):
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ (9.00am daily)
➢ https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk (this website has ebooks for all ages and abilities. You
will need to register as a parent and then verify your email before you have access;
it is a free resource and the children can read as well as hear the audio for each
page in the book).

